99 pontiac sunfire

The Pontiac Sunfire is a compact car by Pontiac that was introduced for the model year to
replace the Sunbird. Not only was the name changed, but dramatic styling changes were
included as well. The new styling was shared with the redesigned Chevrolet Cavalier. The J
platform was updated structurally to meet more stringent safety standards for the model year.
The Pontiac Sunfire went through two facelifts in its year run: a small redesign in featuring the
heavy plastic cladding look that was prevalent with Pontiac at the time, and a more streamlined
update in In the US, the coupe was the only model available from to The sedan continued to be
sold in Canada and Mexico until the end of production on June 22, The base model had the 2.
The GT trim level had an optional, more powerful 2. The 2. In , both the 2. The Ecotec engine
was also an option for the model year. The Sunfire could be purchased as a sedan , coupe , or
convertible. All three variations came in the standard SE trim level. An upscale GT trim level
was available on the coupe and convertible. The GT trim level came standard with the 2. The SE
trim was the standard for the Sunfire which included the 2. Both the SE and GT trim levels were
dropped after the model year, along with the 2. Originally, the convertible was only in the SE
trim level until the model year where it became only available in the GT trim. The convertible
was discontinued after the model year. Frontal Driver:. Frontal Passenger:. Side Driver:. Side
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spl avg, Load Post 1. Comment 0 Photos 1 Share. This is my best friends Mustang.. After
making a mounting area for the 12s I put in a new bottem and made a back side to make this a
normal square box unlike the odd-ball ones I was trying to get 4 12s into A little black paint too
make it look a bit better Now for the power, his US x Now that is fun to wire up Load Post 2.
Ripleys belive it or not. Car stereo style. This is a 60" sub mounted in the back of a bread truck.
This sub was built by Richard Clark. It hit dbs about 11hz with wts of power and imploded the
truck. This is the Harrison Labs Audio Engine It was the first 4kwt amp. This is the infamous
Harrison Labs Drag Queen. It is a 20,wt 60hz tone amplifier. At this time it is the biggest amp
ever made. Only 3 of them were produced. It is currently the only amplifier that is ilegal in DB
Drag racing. Anyone for stir-fry? This is the new Audio Kinetics vertion of the Same small size
with 2x the power. Impossible you say.. This is living proof that its "All in the instal. How about
8ot Load Post 3. Here are the final pics of my last box for the Sunfire First to put a new square
back on the box After adding in a few braces to the outside and a shelf to support the amp it is
almost ready for the top to go on Here you can see the "f'ed up" quality of the inside of the box
Before I put the top onto the back of the box I put a fan on it and painted the front and inside..
And here is the finished amp rack in all its gray primer glorey I do this to each side of the amp
You can see here the wiring nightmare I have with this limmited space With the back all done I
can now put the finishing touchs on the front of the box Sadly, I found out that me '00 12L7, the
first on I got, had passed away some time durring testing the night before I was to piant the box
The paint did not want to stick to the front of the box so I used what was left of the primer to
give the red paint something to stick to And it is done.. Load Post 4. I probably would have
never tried but too many people told me that it could not be done and i like a chalenge So with
all the equipment ready and the box design all but finished it was time to rip out the old box..
After removing the front and the back of the box i remover all of the internal bracing. After
extending the back of the box to make it square instead of an L shape i began to adda few coats
of resin Time to figuar out an angled mounting platform that will hold up to the lbs of subs and
MDF Test fit of the bottem wedge before i put the last coat of resin on After i got the mounting
right i decided to add to the rear of the box to get anothe 1. Its by no meens pretty I maybe a bit
unorthodox, but this box have awsome sq as well as killer spl.. Now that has to be one of the
ugliest ports I have ever seen.. With the subs instaled it is time to install the rear of the box. OK,
I dont know why i did it, but i got board one day and had some safety yellow piant just sitting on
a self in my garage I got some colored vinal tape and neatly color coded all of the wiring in an
attempt to dress up the amp rack.. I also instaled some 2" high blocks to alow me to run some
of the wiring under the amp and help for amp cooling OK, I still have to get the rest of the pics

developed but rest asured, that bright yellow almost "Type-R" amp rack is now a more fitting
charcoal gray Load Post 5. The first box. I discovered when building my temp box that the
opening was a bit too small even after cutting away some of the plastic trim. A little work with a
pair of tin snips and we're good. Boy those factory 6x9s look powerful I got 3. But since it is
only temparary it will do. The almost finished box. A little gray paint in the ports and some
carpet on the face that will be visable from the fold down seat. Since it is only a temp box, i dont
care how it looks in the trunk. I have found that carpet on the edges of the sub hole helps for a
tight seal, at least it has always worked for me. Well it would seem that 6. A little trim work and it
will be good for now. Next start framing in the trunk. I overexposed most of the film of the box
construction so here are a few of the finished pics. I built the box all the way to the rear of the
trunk in an L shape to leave room for the mounting of 2 Concept CCDs and a second batt I later
found out that the 1" square internal bracing and the L shape of the enclosure may have cost
me spl output Load Post 6. The system page 1. For starters got to lose that amp stock batt. Well
the 6g stock and - wont be enough for the amp batt. The addition of a second 4g ground, a amp
breaker and a 4g power wire should do the trick.. It took a little work but I got the HU to fit in the
dash flush. Just a few wires to hide and run under the seat for the door speaker amp. Just
remember, its all in the instal, it may be a cheap amp but it works well for me With the addition
of a HL sticker moving the existing one the amp almost looks like the This is my friends new x
beside my It is hard to believe that my amp is suposed to do 2x the power of the x Load Post 7.
System page 2. Time for the tin snips.. I plan to remove the tweeter pod from the grill and use it
to mount my Poineer tweets on the dash. Till I get the nerve to make glass door pods for both
the midbass drivers and the tweets, carpet will do.. OK, the carpet is a bit rough, but thats what
happens when you work on your doors when its 35F in November. The 3M glue doesnt like that
very much.. This will have to do till spring. Here are my 12L7s. See page 3 for the temparary
box. Here is a pic of the Sparkomatic 6x9s it had in it when I bought is Then i resined the
underside of the fiberboard rear shelf panel to cover the 6x9 grill holes and add strenth to it
After mounting the glassed pods to the panel I marked the area i wanted to resin to make a tear
drop type shape After a few coats of resin, it begain to take shape Slight change of plan. I added
a pair of triangular shapes to the center of the panel to set it off a bit since the tear drops didnt
work. After a few coats of paint they are ready for the instal Not the best looking, but they make
for great rear fill Then i cut away the excess and added 4 coats of resin before painting.. Drivers
pod instaled. Well after the paint dried it turned color and didnt match the color on the cap Here
is the right side pod instaled Load Post 8. Early this fall I traded it in on a '99 Pontiac Sunfire.
Here is a pic of the Intrepid in my moms driveway. Notice Her '93 Mark 8 in the background It
just dosnt look right on a dealers lot. Here is my new car. Kinda plain but I will change that in
time.. Back view. Not a lot of trunk space to work with. The fold down seat opening will need to
be enlargened if I want to get 3 12s and a port in there Guess I'll start with some driving lights..
Now to
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dress up the wheels and tires a bit. Who ever got the idea of bolt on hubcaps should be taken
out and shot! Yes the fact that you wont lose them is nice but it makes dressing up you car hella
hard. A little green paint to go behind the new caps for a different look.. Not to bad for a start. I
still need to replace all of the silver with gold Well the chrome caps are a bit too ricey for me so I
painted the factory ones gloss black and put them back on. I outlined some of the body lines on
the car for a nice touch IMO it looks much better with the black caps. I added Team Gates logos
to the front head rests Just a few stickers.. Heres a pic of the finished car.. Don't you just hate it
when you just get things the way you want them with your system and you see something that
would make it better I was driving by my uncle's bodyshop when I noticed this repoed '90 Grand
Voyager in the back lot Load Post 9. Load Post Load More Posts. Ride Comments 0 comments.
See All Followers. Jump to Post.

